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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Multiple quantum (MQ) phenomena are encountered in all branches of spectroscopy. 
For the past decades, differences in aims and methods notwithstanding, there has been rapid 
growth in MQ spectroscopy in various fields of spectroscopy. Visible/UV multiphoton 
spectroscopy (1), multiphoton ionization mass spectroscopy, and multiple quantum spin 
coherence in NMR spectroscopy (2) are examples. The development of MQ spectroscopy has 
been invoked mainly because conventional single quantum spectroscopy could not meet the 
need for detailed knowledge of the structure of the Hamiltonian, which is necessary to relate 
the arrangement of energy levels to the relevant physical parameters of a system. 
Understanding and detecting, however, the MQ transitions, in most cases forbidden according 
to the selection rules based on the first-order time dependent perturbation theory, have not 
been easy tasks and so have been one of the most challenging research areas. The rapid 
growth in these areas, both in aspects of theory and of detection technology, has been made 
by not just because of the ambition of adventurous spectroscopists in a pure academic sense, 
but also because of their overwhelming applicability over single quantum spectroscopy in 
biology, chemistry, material science, physics and other disciplines. 
The muhiple quantum transition in NMR spectroscopy was predicted (3) and observed 
over four decades ago (4-6). In cw NMR the single-quantum selection rule arises fi-om the 
assumption that the perturbing rf field H^f is small. Therefore, the MQ signal due to 
simultaneous absorption of several radiation quanta in the transition could be easily obtained 
by increasing the amplitude of the perturbing rf field. In this case, the differentiation of MQ 
signals fi-om those of single quantum transitions relies on the dependence of their line shapes 
on rf intensity. Therefore, difficulties in this approach arose when cw MQ NMR was applied 
in a complex system. While some applications have been made (7), further advances in cw 
MQ NMR were neglected in the favor of easily accessible single quantum NMR until it was 
replaced by a new paradigm. 
The situation did improve astonishingly with the introduction of two-dimensional (2D) 
spectroscopy in mid 1970. After Hatanaka et al. (8-9) showed how to generate and to detect 
a double quantum transition on 27^1 (1=5/2) by using the transfer of higher order coherence 
into observable single quantum coherence, indirect detection schemes using 2D spectroscopy 
(10) were introduced for elegant and convenient observation of all orders of MQ coherence. 
To quote Ernst et al. (11),".. It is a thorny path and few spectroscopists have ventured to 
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animate the sleeping beauty.... Two-dimensional spectroscopy initiated a real renaissance of 
multiple-quantum spectroscopy." Since the basic strategy was formulated there resulted a 
subsequent explosion of the fields of MQ NMR spectroscopy. Advances in principles and 
practices were followed by extensive reviews by Bodenhausen (12), Weitekamp (13), 
Munowitz and Pines (14), and Lacelle (15). 
MQ NMR in the solid state has primarily focused on characterizing clustered or 
homogeneous distributions of spin 1/2 nuclei, while there have been MQ transitions reported 
for single particles of spin I >1/2 system such as (16), 27a1 (8-9), (17). Since high 
sensitivity and strong homonuclear dipolar couplings are desired for MQ coherence, 
development of MQ NMR dominated and some studies of MQ NMR (18-19) have 
been also reported. Propagators used to generate and detect MQ coherence were specifically 
designed rf pulses which produce either a 2 spin-2-quantum (double- quantum propagator) or 
a 2 spin-1-quantum average Hamiltonian (single-quantum propagator). Most contributions 
were made using a double quantum propagator. 
Motivations 
Since hydrogen atoms may be present in many solid state materials in various different 
structural forms, proton NMR spectroscopy, in principle, might be a usefiji tool in the 
characterization of all different kinds of solids. However, if a single pulse excitation on a 
sample is used, the spectra are very broad and featureless, mainly due to homo- and 
heteronuclear dipolar interactions, and to chemical shift anisotropy. Because of certain 
limitations, other than simple spin counting of total concentration of protons and measuring 
T2 relaxation times, detailed information on chemical structures has been obtained via 
application of two well know line narrowing techniques, MAS (magic angle spinning) (20-
21) and CRAMPS (combined rotation and multiple-pulse spectroscopy) (22-23). On the 
other hand, the method of obtaining liquid like spectral resolution by developing line 
narrowing techniques has its own limitations and has to sacrifice some valuable information 
such as dipolar coupling and chemical shift anisotropy which may play key roles in studying 
physical and chemical properties of solid materials. 
On the contrary, MQ NMR in solids is based on dipolar couplings which 
cause broadening in the static single quantum spectrum. Even though MQ NMR itself cannot 
provide detailed structural information based on chemical shifts, it can be used to distinguish 
different distributions of protons and to enumerate numbers of spins in clusters. As a 
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matter of fact, the field ofMQ spin counting, i.e. the ability to determine the number of nuclei 
in a cluster, has been recognized as a powerful tool which can be applied to the studies of 
materials lacking long range order such as semiconductors, polymers, liquid crystals, zeolites 
and heterogeneous catalysts. This power is strongly amplified when one considers that 
standard methods of structural characterization, such as x-ray crystallography, and neutron 
diffraction cannot always be applied to those areas. 
Development and application ofMQ NMR in solids was performed in most cases using 
a double quantum propagator. A single quantum propagator excites all orders ofMQ 
transitions while a double quantum propagator does only even orders of coherences. 
Therefore, the former gains advantages over the latter especially in studying systems with 
small clusters. A single quantum propagator would provide a more sensitive measure of the 
cluster size when MQ NMR is applied to systems with short range order. 
Aims and scopes 
The aim of the present is to develop a single quantum propagator and to apply MQ 
NMR to the study of heterogeneous catalysts. The entire dissertation consists of three papers. 
In paper I, the basic ideas behind the generation and detection ofMQ coherence in ensembles 
of homonuclear dipolar coupled spin 1/2 systems were reviewed. The concept of the 
propagation operator and average Hamiltonian theory which are necessary to understand MQ 
coherence were developed. Detailed procedures for deriving an average Hamiltonian from a 
pulse sequence were given. A pulse sequence and the average Hamiltonian for a single 
quantum propagator were introduced and examined for further applications. Applications of 
MQ NMR spectroscopy were finally reviewed. 
In paper 11, multiple quantum (MQ) spin counting was applied to identify reaction 
intermediates in heterogeneous catalysis. Results from ^H static, MAS, CRAMPS, and 
CPMAS (cross polarization and magic angle spinrung) experiments were shown in comparison 
with results fi-om MQ spin counting. In case of considering hydrocarbon fragments, CmHn 
deposited on a supported Ru particles, the MQ spin counting technique was quite effective to 
characterize the intermediate. 
Paper III shows another application of multiple quantum spin counting performed in 
order to characterize local structure of a silica. Tremendous amounts of research on pure silica 
and its modified forms notwithstanding, characteristics of clusters have not been investigated. 
4 
spectral hole burning experiments using a DANTE sequence (25) were employed to 
distinguish homogeneously and inhomogeneously broadened parts of hydroxyls groups on the 
surface of silica. Then MQ-NMR spin counting resulted in an average size of clusters with 
seven OH groups. The changes in size of the clusters with the dehydration temperature and 
growth in intensity of time resolved MQ spectra were shown to be useful to understand 
structural modification during the dehydroxylation process, especially in the sense of local 
structure of hydroxyl groups. 
Explanation of the dissertation format 
A general introduction is followed by three papers, a general conclusion and an 
appendix. Paper I and II have been published in Bulletin of Magnetic Resonance and Catalysis 
Letters, respectively, and paper III was submitted for publication in the Journal of Physical 
Chemistry. An independent summary is given at the end of each paper. Experimental details 
for MQ NMR experiments are shown in an appendix. References cited in the general 
introduction are listed immediately after the general conclusion. 
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PAPER I. SPIN COUNTING IN DIPOLAR COUPLED SPIN 1/2 SYSTEMS BY 
MULTIPLE QUANTUM COHERENCE 
6 
Spin Counting in Dipolar Coupled Spin 1/2 Systems by 
Multiple Quantum Coherence 
A paper published in the Bulletin of Magnetic Resonance 
Son-Jong Hwang and B.C. Gerstein 
Department of Chemistry and Ames Laboratory*, 
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, 50011 
* Supported by the U. S. Department of Energy 
(Basic Energy Sciences Program, Chemical Science Division), 
under contract No. W-7405-ENG-82. 
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ABSTRACT 
The ideas behind the development and detection of muhiple quantum coherence, using 
coherent averaging of internal Hamiltonians, are developed. The manner in which two- and 
one-quantum propagators can be produced is shown. Applications to spin counting of coupled 
protons in hydrocarbon fragment intermediates adsorbed on supported metal catalysts 
illustrate one use of the development. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this review is to present, in an easily understandable manner, and perhaps 
with a fresh perspective, the ideas behind the creation and detection of multiple quantum 
coherence in ensembles of homonuclear dipolar coupled spin 1/2 systems. To this end, both 
theoretical ideas and experimental details will be presented so that readers will have the 
background to perform such experiments on their own instruments, given the appropriate 
phase shifting capabilities. 
With the exception of the results given in Section 7 on one use of muUiple quantum 
coherence in counting numbers of coupled protons in CmHni fragments on catalysts, the 
authors make no claim to originality in the concepts and results presented here. For example, 
the development of multiple quantum coherence among coupled protons in the liquid crystal 
p-hexyl-p'cyano biphenyl in the nematic phase which we show for a single quantum 
propagator in Figure 15 (vide infra) was first presented in 1986 by Baum and Pines using a 
double quantum propagator. A similar remark applies to the results shown in Figure 13. 
Spin counting by multiple quantum coherence is one of a variety of possible two 
dimensional NMR experiments which first began to appear in the mid 1970's (1-3) and have 
since been extensively reviewed (4-8). 
In the specific case of using MQ coherence to enumerate numbers of strongly coupled 
spins in ensembles of coupled clusters of protons in solids (9-10) the initial work developed 
multiple quantum coherence in steps of two quanta, such that values of multiple quantum 
coherence, k, of 0, 2, 4, 6 ..., or 1, 3, 5,... might be detected. Later work (vide infra) resulted 
in the use of pulse sequences which developed multiple quantum coherence in steps of one 
quantum, such that values of k = 0, 1, 2,... could be detected. 
In liquids, the coupling mechanism used to produce multiple quantum coherence is the 
two-body scalar, or J- coupling. The secular portion of the spin-space part of this interaction 
is Iz Sz for the heteronuclear case. In solids, the case to be discussed here, the interaction is 
the two-body homonuclear dipolar coupling between spin 1/2 systems, e.g. among protons in 
a solid. The secular portion of the spin-space part of this interaction is Ii*l2 - 31zilz2- The 
pulse sequences used to develop multiple quantum coherence in the latter case will therefore 
differ from those used for the former, in the same sense that the dipolar echo sequence, (x, 
90x,T, 90y, t) differs from the spin echo sequence (t, 180x,t). However, the extension of the 
present description to heteronuclear dipolar coupling, and to scalar coupling will hopefiilly be 
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obvious, vwth the techniques used to generate, and detect multiple quantum coherence being 
more easily achieved than in the present case. 
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THEORY AND APPLICATION OF MULTIPLE QUANTUM COHERENCE 
Single-quantum coherence 
We first ask "what do we observe in an NMR experiment?" The answer is always a 
transverse component of spin angular momentum. With phase detection along y in the rotating 
frame, what is observed is 
FID-'<Iy(t)> = Tr{p(t)Iy} [1] 
From this formalism it is immediately obvious that we are invoking the use of the quantum 
statistical method, in that the density operator, p, must be used to describe the phenomena 
discussed here (11). 
The FID, the time dependence of which is given by p(t), and the phase of which is 
specified in this case by the operator ly, is driven by the presence of a time-independent 
A 
Hamiltonian, H, according to 
p(t) = exp{-iHt}-p(0) • exp{iHt} [2] 
The fi'equency domain spectrum is obtained by Fourier transformation of the FID. We remind 
ourselves of the quantum mechanics involved in this statement with a short review. 
We consider an ensemble of identical systems, each described by a set of stationary 
states. These identical systems for purposes of the present discussion might be "isolated" 
nuclear spins (e.g. nuclei at a natural abundance of 1.1% decoupled from other nuclei via 
strong rf decoupling), or isolated pairs of nuclear spins (e.g. pairs of protons in partially 
hydrated calcium sulfate, CaS04 XH2O, with x < 2), or many (~1023) protons in strongly 
dipolar coupled solids. The nuclear spin basis functions appropriate to describe the systems of 
the ensemble will therefore in general be many-body stationary states which we label |Ms>. 
These are eigenstates of the total z component of nuclear spin angular momentum such that 
IzlMa>= a|Ma> [3a] 
Two of these many body states, |Ma>, lMi)>, differ by k = a - b in z component of total 
angular momentum. Further, the state of each system can in general be a time-dependent 
superposition of these stationary states: 
m t ) >  =  p b ]  
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For example, in ensembles which consist of coupled pairs of spin 1/2 nuclei, where the 
coupling interaction is small compared to the Zeeman interaction, the stationary states of the 
coupled systems can be arranged to be eigenfijnctions of the square of the total spin operator, 
I^, and of the z component of spin I2. Two coupled spins can have maximum total spin 1=1, 
and z component -I <12 < I in steps of unity. Three coupled spins can have maximum total 
spin I = 3/2, etc. It is these many-spin states which are designated as |Ma> above. 
We remember that the probability of finding any system in stationary state |Ms> is 
" S(OCs(t) = CgCOCjCt), [4] 
where the bars above the Cg's mean an ensemble average. The operator p is defined by the 
ensemble average of the product 
p  =  l ^ x  [ 5 ]  
such that the i, jth matrix element is 
p . j  =  < i | ^ > < ^ l j >  =  c . c !  [ 6 ]  
A non-vanishing value of pgg therefore represents a population of the state lMs>. An 
observable signal in NMR means a non-vanishing value of Ps,s+1- means that in the 
ensemble of systems being observed, there is a phase coherence in the ensemble associated 
with system states |Ms> and lMs±i>. We designate this a single quantum coherence. This is 
to say that we observe a decaying oscillation resulting from a coherence of the ensemble in 
which the time-dependent state responsible for the behavior of the system is a superposition of 
two states differing from each other by a single quantum. The most familiar example is the 
case of an ensemble of single spin 1/2 systems, in which case the two basis states are |Mi> s 
|a> s |l/2>, and [Mj-.p = |Ms> = |P> = |-l/2>. A non-vanishing component of transverse 
angular momentum is represented by a coherence in the ensemble of systems with a 
superposition of states consisting of two stationary states which differ from each other by 1 in 
expectation value of Izi 
l'j'> = ci/2(t)la> + c.i/2(t)|p> = ca|a> + cp|p> [7] 
such that the ensemble average of the product Cj^(t)Cp(t) is non-zero. For example, such 
would be the case immediately after a 90°)^ pulse, with rf field intensity co\ly, and the values 
of the ck's would be 
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Ca(t = 7t/2a)i) = l/-\/2 
and [8] 
cp(t =7i/2coi) = i/-\^ 
In this case, one calculates that the expectation values of and are zero, and 1/2 for ly. 
Statistical thermodynamics enters when we consider that the ensemble in question is 
prepared in some equilibrium state before observation, i.e. we expose an ensemble of nuclear A 
spins, I, in a field until equilibrium is achieved under the Zeeman interaction H^, and 
p(0) = = (1/ Z)exp{-H^ / KgT} ~ SI^, i = 1,2,... [9] 
is the operator form of p. Z is the ensemble partition function. 
Coherent averaging 
We next remind ourselves of the results of coherent averaging theory as applied to the 
spin portion of internal Hamiltonians (12). We first note that nuclear spin Hamiltonians may in 
general be expressed as a product of a constant characteristic of the interaction in question, 
and of "real space" and "spin space" operators. For example, for the heteronuclear dipolar 
interaction between spins I and S, the constant is (YiYs/iis). the "real space" portion is (1-3 
cosOij), and the "spin space" portion is IzSz- It is assumed that the real space portion of the 
internal Hamiltonians are constant in the experiments under consideration, i.e. there is no 
molecular motion or experimenter-supplied sample spinning. 
When we manipulate Him by rf pulse sequences which are cyclic (the ensemble is 
returned to its initial state after a cycle of rf pulses, meaning that the propagator Urf(tc,0) 
associated with the pulse train from time zero to time tg, is unity at cycle times t^, and integer 
multiples of these times) and periodic, the leading term in the result, observed at cycle times 
ntgis 
p(ntc) = exp {-iH^°^ntc}. p(0). exp (iH^^^ntc) [10] 
where is the time average of a static internal Hamiltonian made time dependent by the rf 
pulses. 
=  ( 1 / t c )  [ 1 1 ]  
Hint (t) is the instantaneous value of the internal Hamiltonian as determined by the rf pulses: 
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Hi„,(t) = U-^(t,0) Hint Urf(t.O) [12] 
Urf(t,0) is the propagation operator due to the rf pulses from time zero to time t. For n time 
intervals Sj, followed by 82, followed by ... Sn, Ujf may be expressed as the product 
Urf(t,0) = Urf(6„)-Urf(5i) [13] 
whereby 
U-j(t.O) = U-^(5i) [14] 
Eq. [12] can always be expressed as a product of rotations in spin space acting on components 
of angular momentum operators. For example, if the rf pulse sequence (T, 180y, T) with 
perfect 6 function rf pulses produces Ujf, then at times 0< t <t, when the rf Hamiltonian is 
zero, Uif (t,0) takes the form e® = 1, and in this time interval, Iz = e® Iz e® = 1.12.1 which 
we may formally identify as a rotation, R, of unity, performed on symbolized by RIz = 1-
Iz. At time t = x, the rf Hamiltonian corresponds to an infinitely sharp 180° rotation about the 
y axis. Urf(t = t) = and the physical result is a IBOy rotation, RlBOy. For t < t< 2t, the 
rf again is zero, and Ujf is unity. Under this sequence, therefore, with the spin portion of Hjnt 
being proportional to keeping in mind the time ordering dictated by Equations [12] and 
[14], we find 
0< t < T, Iz=l*Iz~Iz 
t = x, Iz=l.R180yIz = -Iz [15] 
x < t <2T, Iz= 1-R180y-Mz = -Iz 
The familiar result is that at cycle times 2nT, under the spin-echo sequence (x, 180, x)", 
chemical shifts and field inhomogeneities, with spin operators Izk, vanish (but other 
interactions, such as homonuclear dipolar coupling, do not). This is to say that at cycle times 
2nx, with the internal Hamiltonian being proportional to Iz, that is zero; i.e. 
He? ~ = ®cs[Izt + (-Iz)T] = 0 [16] 
where tOgs ^ product of a constant and the real-space portion of the chemical shift 
Hamiltonian. 
Another perhaps less familiar result is that under symmetry adapted dipolar decoupling 
sequences [x, 90jj, x, 90y, x], homonuclear dipolar terms vanish, but chemical shifts are 
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scaled. Consider the WAHUHA symmetry adapted version of the above dipolar echo 
sequence, which is x, 90x, t, 90y, 2t, 90y. t, 90x,t] . Using Equations [12] -[14],we 
find for ideal 5 function rf pulses, the following values of IzCt): 
0 < t < t; iz ~ 1 • Iz ~ 
t = x; iz => R90x • 1 • Iz = -ly 
X t 2xj Iz ~ 1 • R.90x • 1 • Iz ~ ^y 
t = 2x; Iz=> R90x • 1 • R90y • 1-12= -Ix [17a] 
etc., fi-om which we may immediately infer that, the scalar product Ii*l2 being invariant to 
* 
rotation, the time dependence of the operator Hzz = (Il*l2" 31zllz2) 's as follows: 
0<t<x; Hyy = Hyy 
t = x; Izllz2 => Iylly2 soHzz=>Hyy [17b] 
etc. Then the two-body average homonuclear dipolar Hamiltonian is 
HOT = - 3Iz1Iz2) + - 31ylly2) 
+ 2x{Ii-l2 - 31ylly2} + x{Ii.l2 - 31ylly2} + x{Ii.l2 - 3Izil22}] 
^ 0)D[Hzz + Hyy + Hxx]/3=0 [18] 
where ©d is a product of a constant and the real-space portion of the space-spin product 
dipolar Hamiltonian. 
An important result just seen is that the sum 
[Hxx + Hyy + Hzz]x= lHkk = 0 [19] 
for two spins Ij and I2. In both of the above cases, the average Hamiltonian for a specific 
interaction is made to vanish, leaving remaining interactions to be observed. However, it is 
possible to manipulate certain internal interactions such that the average Hamiltonian is not 
zero, but something else that we want. 
Development of multiple quantum coherence; Use of a double quantum propagator 
f fTtat do we want as an average Hamiltonian in order to develop multiple quantum 
coherence? The answer is an average Hamiltonian that allows the density operator at zero 
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time, p(0), to evolve in such a manner that Pi^i±k ^^ero. k is the order of the multiple 
quantum coherence. 
The process, then, is to manipulate some internal Hamiitonian with cyclic, periodic rf 
pulses such that at cycle times ntg, we have an average Hamiitonian which allows the zero-
time equilibrium density operator, 
P(0) = Peq ~ ^i ^zi> i=l, 2,... 
containing only diagonal terms representing populations in the Zeeman basis set, to develop 
multiple quantum coherence, i.e. to develop in such a manner that Pi zero, for 1 ^  k < oo. 
Since we can only detect single quantum coherence (IQ-COH) with NMR, we note in advance 
that once produced, the MQ-COH must be reduced to IQ-COH in a manner which reflects 
the M-Q coherence therein contained in order to be detected. 
Examples of terms in the density operator which exhibit single quantum coherence 
might be single spin terms Ij and I[, or two-spin products of the form Ij^Izk- Double 
quantum coherence is represented by two-spin product terms in the density operator such as 
Si i • Triple quantum coherence would be represented by three-spin products 
1 J * J 
such as I+I+I+. j k m 
We can understand how this process works by example. An ensemble of spin 1/2 
systems (e.g. protons in solid adamantane) is allowed to come to equilibrium in a static field 
for a time long compared to T j. Then 
p(0)~SiIzi [20] 
The sum is over all spins in the sample. Under the influence of an average Hamiitonian, 
produced by coherent averaging in spin space as discussed for the cases of the spin echo and 
the dipolar echo, this ensemble is allowed to time-evolve. The formal time evolution formula 
may be expressed in terms of the product 
f(A,B) = eA. B • e-A [21] 
where A and B are operators. 
Fundamental Relation; It may be shown (13) that an equivalent form of this product is 
gA. B • e-A = B + [A,B] + [A,[A,B]]/2! + [A,[A,[A,B]]]/3! + ... 
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I.e. 
p(ntc) ~ exp {-iHntc} • Si Izi • exp {iHntc) 
~ ^zi [ "intcH, Zj I^j ] 
+ [-intcH,[-intcH.2iIzi]]/2! + ... 
[22] 
[23] 
The leading term, Ej ^ zi represents populations. The following terms must then be 
arranged so as to evolve single and higher quantum coherences. 
In order to understand how to choose an average Hamiltonian which will produce 
multiple quantum coherence in the time-developed density operator, p(t), as given by Eq. 
[23], it is necessary to look at the commutation rules for angular momentum operators. We 
Given the form of pgq = p(0) ~ Sj Eqs [22] and [24] immediately tell us that we want H 
to contain terms such as Ip Since we are using the internal homonuclear dipolar coupling 
Hamiltonian Hzz as that which is to be manipulated in order to develop the multiple quantum 
coherence according to Eq. [23], we realize that we will always be dealing with products 
between spins 1 and 2 containing terms such as Inillm2> ^'^h m = x, y, z. 
To begin to think about how rotations in spin space affect the two-body homonuclear 
dipolar Hamiltonian is useful to remember (14) that the effect of a rotation of the mth 
component of angular momentum, I^i, by the operation 
where ej^p is zero if any two of j, m, p are the same, unity if j, m, and p represent some cyclic 
order of x, y, and z, and minus one if the order is anticyclic. Then a result which is found with 
some algebra is that a rotation of the two-body Hamiltonian for spins 1 and 2, Hzz, by ^ 
about the y axis, followed by a rotation by (j) about the z axis yields 
know that 
[ I k l .  I k 2 ]  =  P k l .  I k l ]  =  0. k = X, y, z 
[ I z . I ± ] = ± I ±  
[ I ± I + ]  =  ± 2 I z  
[I±, I±] = 0 
[24] 
^j(®)^m — IjYiCOs(68jiiip) - Ip sin(08j||^p) [25] 
RZ((J))RY(^)HZZ = (COD/2)(3 COS2^ - \)K^ 
- (3COD/2)[(IziI+ + I+Iz2) e-i<l)] sin^ cos^ 
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+ (3coD/2)[I+I+e2i'|) + I-I-e-2i(|>]sin2^ [26] 
The interesting result shown by eqn. [26] is that a general rotation in spin space yields 
a propagator (the exponential of the rotated Hamiltonian) containing populations, (Hzz), 
single quantum terms (I^Iz2) and double quantum terms • As a special case of this 
1 1 2> 
result, we illustrate the formation of a two-quantum propagator under a particularly simple 
periodic and cyclic sequence (10). This is the sequence (x, 90^, 4T, 90 X, T) which we shall 
denote x, x. We assume ideal 5 function pulses. Under this sequence, the operator iz(t) is as 
follows: 
0 < t < t ;  I z = l * I z  =  I z  
t = x; Iz =R90xIz =-ly 
T<t<5T; iz = -Iy 
t = 5T; iz = R90x.l.R90xIz = Iz 
5 x < t < 6 T ; i z  = Iz [27] 
Then, for example, in the time interval 0 < t < x, Hzz = ^22. (see eqn. [12]). From an 
observation of the values of Iz(t), and the recognition that contains the product 
with k = X, y, z, it is possible to immediately infer the values of H2z(t), and thus to calculate 
the average Hamiltonian corresponding to H2Z to zeroth order: 
=  ( l / 6 x )  l o ' ^ d t H z z  =  ( l / 3 ) { H z z  +  2 H y y }  [ 2 8 ]  
With the identity = 0, we find that under the above sequence 
H^'~(-Hxx-Hyy + 2Hyy)=Hyj,-Hxx [29] 
The reader will want to verify that under the sequence y, y = (x, 90y, 4x, 90 y, x) the 
average homonuclear dipolar Hamiltonian is the negative of that found in Eq. [29], i.e. is 
proportional to H^x - Hyy. Thus this sequence can be used to produce an average 
Hamiltonian which will act to reverse, in time, the effect of the average of the average 
Hamiltonian, Hyy - H^x, which was used to produce the multiple quantum coherence. As will 
be seen, this reconversion is performed in such a manner that the information content 
associated with the multiple quantum coherence is not lost. The means of doing so (vide 
infra) is to phase shift the two-quantum excitation sequence x, x with respect to the two 
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quantum reconversion sequence y, y in steps of 27i/kniax. where k^ax is the highest order 
of MQ-COH to be observed. 
With I"^ = Ix + ily, etc., we find that the average two-body homonuclear dipolar 
Hamiltonian under the 2-Q excitation sequence x, x is proportional to 
Ijlj + 92 PO] 
for the pair of spins Ii, I2. 
Now consider how this sequence can be used to develop multiple quantum coherence 
for an ensemble of pairs of dipolar coupled spins Ij and I2. We might anticipate in advance 
that for this simple case, using a two-quantum propagator, all that will be seen are 
populations, and two quantum coherence. Under this sequence, repeated for n cycle times, t^ 
= 6x, the time dependence of the density matrix becomes 
p(ntc) = U2Q p(0) U2Q 
where U2Q is, to zeroth order, 
U2Q = exp[-(intca)D/2){iriJ+ iri2}] t^l] 
Then with 0= ntcCOD/2, Eqs. [22], [23] yield 
P(ntc) ~ Izl + Iz2 + iSKlflJ + TO. ("zl + Iz2)l 
+ (ie)2[(I+I+ + ip:j), [(I+Ij + ipp. (1^1 + I^2)]]/2I +... 
= I2I+122 -26(1^4 + TO [32] 
Only the first two terms in the series represented by Eqs. [22] and [23] are non-zero. The 
remaining terms vanish. Only populations and double quantum coherence remains. At 0 near 
zero, i.e. at times ntg small compared to the inverse of the dipolar linewidth co^ , there exist 
only populations. As nt^ becomes of the order of the dipolar linewidth, two-quantum 
coherence makes its appearance. No more than two-quantum coherence is ever seen 
regardless of how long the system is allowed to evolve, as one would physically expect fi*om 
an ensemble consisting of coupled pairs of spins 1/2. The reader will want to verify that for 
this representation of p(ntc) only the terms p^, P22, P33, P13, and P31 are non-zero within the 
triplet basis set |I,l2> 
|m> = |3> =|l,l> = |aa> 
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Im -1> = |2> = |1,0> = l(ap + pa)>/V2 
|m-2> = |l> = |l,-l> = ipp> [33] 
by perfonning the calculations <m|p(ntc)|ni - k>. 
The results just calculated for an ensemble of dipolar coupled spin 1/2 pairs indicate that 
under the propagator U2Q developed by the sequence (T, 90x, 4T, 90 X, X) the selection 
rules are such that populations and double quantum coherence is observed for an ensemble of 
pairs of dipolar coupled spins 1/2. More generally, these selection rules for ensembles of n 
coupled spins may be exhibited by the diagram shown in Figure 1. This diagram states that 
under this sequence, double quantum coherence will be exhibited by ensembles of 2,4, 6 ... 
coupled spins, 4 quantum coherence will be exhibited by ensembles of 5, 7, 9,... coupled 
spins, etc. 
Detection of multiple quantum coherence 
We now must consider more closely what was meant by the past statement that the 
multiple quantum coherence, once produced, must be transferred to IQ-COH in a manner 
which reflects the MQ-COH previously produced. As a thought experiment to begin the 
process, recall the inversion-recovery experiment to measure Tj. In this case, the system is 
prepared in a state of non-equilibrium populations by an inverting 180° pulse. After a time x 
during which the system is allowed to evolve under "Tj processes", these populations are 
converted into IQ-COH using a 90° pulse. The initial intensity of the decay after the "read 
out" 90° pulse is used, as a function of x, to calculate Tj. A similar reasoning applies to 
detecting multiple quantum coherence. The MQ-COH is developed as a function of multiples 
of the production sequence cycle time t^. This development is only observable if it is 
converted into IQ-COH. During the development, therefore, the MQ-COH is manipulated in 
such a manner that when converted back into IQ-COH, the information content of the MQ-
COH is contained in the initial intensity of the IQ-COH which is detected. 
To form a picture of how this works, it is useful to think about how the different orders 
of nQ-COH evolve with time. As indicated in the example in eqn. [32], the higher orders of 
multiple quantum coherence develop as 0 ~ ntcCODy increases for the i, jth pair of spins. 
Therefore, it seems reasonable that the evolution of, e.g. populations, IQ-COH, and 2Q-C0H 
might look as is shown in Figure 2. IQ represents populations, Ij the intensity of single 
quantum coherence, I2 the intensity of double quantum coherence, etc. Initially one starts with 
-3 -2 -1 1 
Figure I; Selection rule for N-spin operator after excitation with a double quantum propagator. The allowed values are 
k = ±2, ±6,... for N even and k = 0, ±4, ±8,... for N odd 
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k 
t - 0  
Figure 2: Time evolution of the order of nQ-COH using a single quantum propagator. The 
intensity of ZQ-COH (Iq) decreases as spin pairs begin to couple to develop the 
higher of MQ-COH and build up their intensity (Ii .and I2) 
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populations. As spin pairs begin to couple to form higher orders of nQ-COH, there is a net 
loss in populations, and a build up (in the particular example for which the calculation using 
eqn. [32] was made), first of 2Q-C0H, the second term in the expansion of the evolution of p, 
and then of higher orders of MQ-COH as time increases. In the example shown in Figure 2, 
we assume that we are allowed to build MQ-COH in steps of single quanta, and we will later 
provide a single quantum propagator UJQ which allows this development to be performed. 
Given the development of MQ-COH shown in Figure 2, caused by the single quantum 
propagator Uiq, it is simple to conceive how one reverses the process to convert back to an 
observable IQ-COH. One simply causes the system to evolve under the propagator Uiq. Since 
UiQ will be of the form exp{-i Hntg }, with H being an average Hamiltonian created by 
manipulating the homonuclear dipolar interaction, time-reversal is achieved by manipulating the 
homonuclear dipolar Hamiltonian such that from time ntc to 2ntc the average Hamiltonian is -H. 
In the case of the two quantum propagator, we have seen that the sequence (t/4, 90^, x, 90 x, 
x/4) produces the average Hamiltonian proportional to Hyy - Hxx- We have pointed out that the 
sequence (T/4, 90y, x, 90y, T/4) resuUs in the average homonuclear dipolar Hamiltonian Hxx" 
Hyy s - (Hyy - Hxx). Thus the application of the sequence 
(T/4, 90X, T, 90X, T/4)n, (T/4, 90y, T, 90y, T/4)n 
would first create the MQ-COH over a time of n cycle times tg, and then by time-reversal 
accomplished by using the negative of the average Hamiltonian during the preparation period, 
"collect" this MQ-COH back into zero quantum coherence (ZQ-COH) at time 2ntc. The 
process might be visualized as is indicated in Figure 3. 
At this point, however, there is no information content in the ZQ-COH shown in Figure 
3 at time 2ntc which would be indicative of the MQ-COH created during the times ntg. 
Therefore, as a second thought experiment, dictated by the knowledge that different orders 
of MQ-COH (vide infra) oscillate at multiples of the IQ-COH under a fi-equency offset, let us 
assume that after the production period, ntg, a frequency offset, 5/Hz, is imposed upon the 
experiment. Then the behavior of ZQ-COH, IQ-COH, and 2Q-C0H might appear as indicated in 
Figure 4. The ZQ-COH does not oscillate under an offset. The IQ-COH will oscillate with 
period 6"^ The 2Q-C0H will oscillate with period (25)"^, etc. 
Now suppose that the evolution time for MQ-COH under the offset, 5, were set to be 
(25)" 1. Then at that time, Ij would be zero, Iq would retain its value at time t = ntg, and I2 
2nt t 
Figure 3. The MQ-COH for higher orders are first created over a time period of ntg, and then collected this MQ-COH back 
into ZQ-COH at the time 2ntQ by using the negative of the average Hamiltonian. Aside from relaxation, the 
reparation (0 ^ t < ntc) and mixing period (nt^ ^  t < 2ntQ) exactly mirror each other. This diagram illustrates the 
statement of the cyclic properties of U^. At the end of 2ntc, lo(t=0) = Io(t=2ntc). 
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t 
Figure 4. The behavior of ZQ-COH, IQ-COH and 2Q-C0H with a frequency offset, 5/Hz, 
after the preparation period, nt^. The nQ-COH has the property of the cosine 
function. In « COSCnS/Hz). See eqn. [39] 
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would have oscillated to its value at time (25)" 1, the period of its oscillation. Therefore, if the 
reconversion from non-vanishing oflf-diagonal elements of the density operator back to 
populations represented by diagonal elements were initiated at time ntg + (25)" in the 
absence of an offset, the value of Iq at time 2ntc + (25)"^ would contain no contribution from 
the 1Q-COH ! The 1Q-COH monitored as the value of the initial intensity of the FID after a 
90° pulse at time nt^ + (25)" ^  would therefore be lower than that in the absence of an offset. 
One way of visualizing this result is shown in Figure 5, where different symbols are used to 
trace the imagined evolution of MQ-COH back into populations after time ntg + (25)" V The 
symbol In, n > 1, means the nQ-GOH. The symbol 1° means the contribution of the nQ-COH 
developed at time ntg + (26)" ^  back into populations. The net magnetization associated with 
population differences, observed as the initial intensity of the FID after a "read-out" pulse 
converting population differences into 1 Q-COH, is labeled 1^°^ Cleariy, 1^°^ will oscillate 
with time under a frequency offset during the evolution period, and this oscillation provides 
the means of detecting MQ-COH therein contained, as indicated more analytically below. 
The scheme of production, and re-conversion of MQ-COH corresponding to the time 
development shown in Figure 3, i.e. in the absence of an offset, meaning in the absence of an 
evolution period, is indicated in Figure 6; a single quantum propagator acts on the ensemble of 
coupled spins from time zero to time nt^, and the inverse of that propagator acts for an equal 
period of time afterwards. The ZQ-COH at time 2ntc is converted into observable 1 Q-COH 
by a 90° "read-out" pulse, and is represented by the initial value of the FID. In the absence of 
irreversibility, the initial amplitude of the FID detected at time 2ntc will be the same as that 
detected at time zero after a read out 90° pulse. The equality of these two amplitudes, 
incidentally, is one means of detecting one's ability to effectively perform time reversal, which 
is a measure of the perfection of the pulse sequences used. 
The imposition of a frequency offset, 5, during the evolution period, to detect MQ-COH 
at the end of the mixing period, is not without its problems. One is that there is irreversible 
time evolution of the ensemble during the evolution period due to T2 processes. A means of 
avoiding this problem is to realize that imposition of a phase shift (15), cj), during the 
preparation period, 0 < t < ntg is formally equivalent to imposition to a frequency offset, and 
causes the same oscillations of the various orders of MQ-COH as would be observed under a 
frequency offset. The effect of a phase increment during the preparation period on the 
detected signal intensity at the end of the mixing period is now considered. In the absence of 
t o t a l  
Figure 5. The behavior of the MQ-COH at the evolution time (26)"^. : the development of ZQ-COH with kQ-COH as 
its parent 
'''EvoI. = 0 
U -
t = 
f^ryo) 
to 
-j 
Figure 6: The scheme of 2-D NMR pulse sequence, composed of preparation, evolution, mixing and detection periods, is 
adapted to develop multiple quantum coherence. The evolution period is set to be zero 
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n evolution period, the initial intensity of the FID detected at the end of the mixing period, t = 
2ntc is 
<Iz(t = 2ntc)> = Tr {p (t = 2ntc)Iz} [34] 
But 
p(2ntc) = U7(JUiQ-IzUi-(^UiQ=<Iz(t = 0)> [35] 
in the absence of irreversibility due to imperfections, and interactions other than homonuclear 
dipolar coupling. Looking more carefully at the combination of Eqs [34] and [35], and leaving 
the subscript off the propagators, U, for simplicity, we find that 
<Iz(t = 2ntc)> = Tr {U-lU Iz U-lU • Iz) 
= truizu-luizu-l 
= Ir <r|UIzU-lUIzU-l|r> 
= sr,s<''|uizu-l|s><s|uizu"l|r> 
= Zr,sl<rlUIzU-l|s>|2 [36] 
Eqn. [36] has an interesting interpretation. The quantity U(ntc,0)IzU"^(ntc,0) measures how 
much multiple quantum coherence has been developed under the propagator, U. The quantity 
<rlUl2U"l|s> measures the k quantum coherence (kQ-COH), where k = r - s, as described 
earlier, and as will be again illustrated shortly. The term |<r|UIzU"^|s>|2 is the intensity of the 
kQ-COH. Thus the quantity detected as IQ-COH by a proper "read-out" pulse at time t = 
2ntc is the result of producing multiple quantum coherence under a propagator, U, acting for 
a time t = ntg, and converting this coherence back into populations via the inverse propagator 
U"^ during an equal time ntg. 
Now we need to ask "what is the effect of a phase change, (}), imposed on all of the 
pulses during the preparation period, but not on the pulses during the mixing period, at the 
total evolution time t = 2ntc ?" In this experiment, the "evolution period" identified as the time 
between the preparation and mixing periods, is zero. A phase change, is effected by 
physically rotating all excitation pulses during the preparation period, by (j). This means that a 
ISOx pulse, for example, becomes 180x+(j), and a 180^ pulse becomes a 180x+,|j, etc. The 
operator form of U rotated by ^ is just U,j, = exp{-i(l)Iz} • U • exp{i(j)Iz}. The experimental 
arrangement is indicated in Figure 7. 
90, 
t  =  0  nl 2nL 
Figure 7: The arrangement of pulse sequence and the way of phase shifting during the MQ experiment is shown. The phases 
of pulses only in the preparation period are shifted at the same time with the aid of a digital phase shifter, while the 
phases of the pulses in the mixing period remain unchanged. 
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The expectation value of Iz detected at times t = 2ntc will be dependent upon (|), as 
follows: 
<Iz((}),2ntc)> = Tr{U(2ntc,0)p(0)U-l(2ntc,0)Iz} 
= Tr {U^^Q(2ntQ, ntQ)U(j)(ntQ,0) I2 (ntQ,0)U^_Q(2ntQ, ntg) I^} 
= tr{u-u4,l2u^uoiz} 
= i:r,s<r|®'«p{-'<i^iz}uexp{i(l)iz}-iz-exp{-i(l)iz}u-lexp{i(l)iz}ls><s|uizu-l|r> 
= Zk=r-se-'^^'l'l<rlUIzU-l|s>l2 [37] 
We have noted that the quantity UIzU"! represents the time development of Iz under 
the propagator, U, in this case a propagator developing multiple quantum coherence. Non­
zero values of <r|UIzU"l|s> indicate nonzero values of r - s = kQ-COH. l<rlUIzU"lls>p is the 
intensity of the kQ-COH. 
The result, 
<Iz((j),2ntc)>= |<rlUIzU-l|s>|2 [38] 
k=-oo 
may be compared to the value of the free precession decay of a system containing an ensemble 
of spins oscillating with intensities at frequencies ©n with some phase (J)n with respect to 
the phase of detection, chosen to be y for the present example; 
G(t) = <Iy(t)> = 2 An cos(cout + (|)n) [39] 
n 
The Fourier transform to the frequency domain reveals the frequency content of G(t), which, 
with appropriate phase correction, becomes the frequency spectrum; G(co) = F"G(t). By direct 
analogy, the result eqn. [38] is the superposition in the phase domain, G((j)), of oscillations 
with intensities Aj^ = <r|UIzU"^ |s>|2, and oscillations in the (]) domain specified by k: 
G((})) = X)Akcos(k<j) + 5k) [40] 
k 
The (j) dependence is experimentally mapped by incrementing the phase of all pulses during the 
preparation period by A^, in a series of m experiments at fixed preparation and mixing periods 
ntc, and observing the initial value of the FID following a 90° sampling pulse immediately 
after t = 2ntc. In practice the signal-to-noise ratio is increased if the entire on-resonant decay 
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is integrated from a period after the receiver has recovered from the overload of the 90° pulse 
until no further signal is present. For strongly dipolar coupled systems with a properly 
operating solid state spectrometer operating at, say 220 MHz for protons, this means a dead 
time of about 3 |i sec, and an integration period of less than 1 n sec. 
The k dependence of G((j)) is determined from the (|) Fourier transform. Though it is not 
obvious from the above discussion, G((|)) is symmetric in k, so only the cosine transform is 
needed; 
G(k) = (1/V27t) J"d(l) G(f)cos(k(j)) [41] 
Therefore, both positive and negative coherences are detected simultaneously. One need use 
kmax phase shifts, 
0 < 8(l)i < 7t [42] 
in steps Aij) = Tt/kj^ax to obtain all of the information necessary for the production of a 
multiple quantum spectrum, G(k), k, via Fourier transformation of the oscillatory signal, 
G((j)), collected from the initial values of the FIDs after the muUiple quantum production and 
collection sequences (i.e. after the preparation and mixing periods). This is to say that to see a 
multiple quantum spectrum G(k) vs k with k extending to kniax> O"® carries out n = k^ax ^ 
experiments with phase shifts A(l)i = 0, A(|)2 = Tc/kmax' ~ ^Tc/kmax- - ^'I'n ~ 
absence of irreversibility, the value of G((|)) vs (j) is symmetric about (j) = 7t. Therefore the 
values of G((j)) in the range 7t < <|) < 27t are obtained from the data in the range 0 < (|) < 7t. i.e., 
G(27t) = G(0), G(27r - Tt/k^ax) ~ ^(Ti/kniax)' ®tc. A suitably large number (e.g. 100) of 
periods of G(<{)) vs (j) are then stored as an array which can be apodized by the function e'^'l', 
and Fourier transformed on (j) to produce the multiple quantum spectrum G(k) vs k. This 
spectrum will show peaks differing by units of 2 quanta each if a two quantum propagator is 
used or in steps of one quantum each if a single quantum (vide infra) is used. 
An example of experimental data obtained for G((j)), with 0 < (|) < 27t, using a single 
quantum propagator, selection rule shown in Figure 8, on adamantane, with phase increments 
chosen so as to see k^ax ~ ^ ^'th 260 |isec of excitation time, is shown in Figure 9. 
These points repeated 128 times to fit to 2 K size, and tapered by an appropriate apodization 
function, are shown in Figure 10. The baseline decay represents populations, so it may be 
subtracted from the oscillations shown in Figure 10 using a baseline adjustment technique 
Figure 8: Selection rules for the single quantum propagator used in this woiic 
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Figure 10: An extension of data point and tapering are performed to generate a data set in tlie 
phase domain. Figure 9 was repeated until the number of data points was to 2 K, 
and then tapered by an appropriate apodization function. 
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before performing the transform on (j) to yield the multiple quantum spectrum shown in Figure 
11. Note that the zero quantum peak is not present in this spectrum. 
We now discuss the development of multiple quantum coherence using a single quantum 
propagator. 
A single quantum propagator 
The development of multiple quantum coherence under pulse sequences resuUing in a 
single quantum propagator for dipolar coupled spin 1/2 systems was first reported and 
discussed (16) by Suter et al in 1987. The sequence which we have used to produce the data 
shown in Figures 9-11 was developed by M. Goldman (17) and essentially identical to that 
published in 1988 by the Pines' group (18). 
This sequence is shown in Figure 12. Important to understanding how this sequence 
works is an understanding of the development of internal Hamiltonians during finite pulses, an 
example of which is given in Section V, Chapter 5, of reference 10 for the case of the "flip-
flop" phase tuning sequence (t, 90^, x, 90^, t). Applied to the sequence of Figure 12, the 
calculation proceeds as follows: consider the time interval 0 < t < T/4. Inmiediately after a 
perfect 5 function rotation by 45° at t = 0, the value of H22; will be 
Rx(45°)H2Z = (Hzz + Hyy)/2-3(IziIy2 + IyiIz2)/2 [43] 
The contribution to for this period will then be 
zz 
(I/tc)£"''Hzzdt = (l/tc) {(t/8)[Hzz + Hyy-3 a2ily2 + lyll22)]) 
[44] 
During the period T/4 < t < 5T/4, 
hzz(t) = r45xr^yhzz = r45x {ii*l2 - 3[iziiz2cos2^ + ixllx2sin2^ 
+ (izllx2 + ixllz2)sin^ cos^]} 
= il*l2 - 3/2{[ziz2 + yiy2 + ziy2 + yiz2]cos2^ + 2 x1x2 sin24 
+ V2 [(zi + yi)x2 + xi(z2 + y2)]sin^ cos^} [45] 
where the symbol ziz2 is now used to designate Izllz2> ®tc., to ease the notation. 
During the period T/4 < t < 5T/4, the flip angle ^ varies from zero to 180°. In the 
—CO") interval T/4 < t < 5T/4, the contribution of H2zto ^ can be calculated by assuming the ZZ 
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Figure 11: The Fourier transformed spectnim, from phase domain to multiple-quantum number domain. We can see intensity 
distribution over the multiple-quantum number k=8. The preparation time is 260 ^sec. The highest number of 
quanta, is not seen due to the increment of the phase used 
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Figure 12: Pulse sequence for the single quantum propagator developed by M. Goldman, and used in this work 
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flip angle, to be linear in t, so ^ = 7C (t - T/4) /T, and dt = x d^/7C. Then in the period T/4 < t 
< 5 T/4, or 0 < & < Tt, the contribution to is 
^ zz 
H^)=(l /tc)jHzz(t)dt 
= (l/tc)[Tli*l2 - 3{(Z1Z2 + ym + + yiZ2) (t/27c)cos2^d^ 
+ xix2(t/7i)sin2^d^ + [(zj + yi)x2 + xi(z2 + y2)] 
(t/7cv2)j^ sin^cos^d^ 
= (T/2tc)[(Hzz + Hyy)/2 + Hxx-(3/2)(ziy2 + yiZ2)] [46] 
In the period immediately following t = 5 T/4, and before any other pulses are applied, 
fizz = (1/2) [hzz + Hyy - 3(yiz2 + ziy2)] 
Proceeding in this manner, it may be verified that the sequence shown in Figure 12, with cycle 
time TC = 6T, yields the following values for the average Hamiltonian associated with the 
homonuclear dipolar coupling Hamiltonian, Hzz, the chemical shift, H^s = Szz^z • 
hzz ~" (^zl ^y2 "*• ^yl ^z2) 
= -(iziij-izii2 + ifza - iriza)®. m 
a pure single quantum operator, and = 0. CS 
Applications of spin counting with multiple quantum coherence 
Applications of multiple-quantum NMR have been extended to various problems in 
many different areas. The carbon skeleton of organic molecules and proteins in solution can be 
revealed under the multiple quantum fihering techniques (19, 20), study of liquid crystal 
conformation (21), and a double quantum propagator has been applied to investigate the 
arrangement and the size of atoms in solids and liquid crystals (22, 23). In addition, it has been 
discussed and demonstrated that muhiple quantum NMR may be applied to the study of 
relaxation and motion in coupled spin systems (24, 25). By following the development of the 
highest order of multiple quantum coherence produced as a Sanction of preparation time, 
Ryoo et al. (26) have studied the distribution of hexamethylbenzene among the cavities of a 
Na-Y zeolite. The Reimer group (27, 28) used the development of multiple quantum 
coherence among protons in amorphous silicon hydride and amorphous siliconcarbide-hydride 
to probe cluster sizes of protons in these systems. In these studies, the development of 
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multiple quantum coherence as a function of development time was used to infer the 
maximum number of relatively tightly coupled protons. Wang and Slichter (29) used the 
relative intensities of 1,2, and 3 quantum coherences to first probe possible identities of 
C^Hn fragments resulting from the adsorption and reaction of acetylene on Pt. 
The ability to count the number of atoms in a cluster is a powerful tool, when one 
considers that standard methods of structural characterization, such as x-ray crystallography, 
can't be applied eflfectively to the studies of clusters of atoms that occur in materials such as 
semiconductors, polymers, liquid crystals, zeolites and heterogeneous catalysts. 
In order to illustrate some of the principles and techniques used in the above mentioned 
examples of the use of multiple quantum coherence in spin counting, an example will be given 
in which the authors have some personal experience, we will consider counting dipolar 
coupled protons in a hydrocarbon fragment, CmHn, deposited on a supported Ru particle 
(35). In this case, the chemical shift of in the fragments under study was not a unique 
fingerprint because of the dispersion of chemical environments of the fragments (vide infra). 
As shown in eqn. [32] and previously discussed (4, 5), the intensities of the various 
orders of multiple quantum coherence of dipolar coupled spin systems depend on the details 
of the intemuclear distances, and the excitation time or the cycles of the preparation pulse 
sequence; Figure 13 shows the MQ-COH spectra of adamantane, obtained under the single 
quantum propagator discussed in Section 6. In this case, phase increments were chosen such 
that the highest order of MQ-COH detected was 8. The excitation time ranged from x = 208 |a 
sec to T = 624 |isec. Adamantane molecules pack into a face centered cubic solid. Each 
Q 
adamantane molecule is surrounded by 12 nearest neighbors at a distance of 6.60 A. While 
intramolecular dipolar interactions are severely attenuated by the rotation of the adamantane 
molecule in the solid, dipolar interactions between molecules remain, so adamantane 
represents a system in which there are basically an infinite number of dipolar coupled spins, 
albeit with dipolar couplings weaker than, e.g. those of protons in crystalline polyethylene. We 
therefore expect k^ax to continuously grow as the number of MQ cycles increases. The 
experimental and theoretical investigation of the time evolution of MQ-COH with the 
excitation time provides a picture of the many-body interactions which develop the MQ-COH 
(9, 10, 18, 22, 30-33) and have been reviewed by Lacelle (34). Shown in Figure 14, to be 
compared with the result of the thought experiment shown in Figure 2, are the development 
of multiple quantum coherences of order 1-8, with increase in time over which the 
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Figure 13. The dependence of multiple-quantum spectra of adamantane with various 
preparation times was recorded. At short preparation times, the number of 
correlated protons are small: (a) k^^ax ~ 3 for the preparation time x = 208 usee. 
As the preparation time increases, kji^ax increases so rapidly that it is out of 
spectral range. Compared to (a), there is not much difference in I(k) after the 
preparation time of 520 jisec: See (d) and (e) 
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Figure 14; Figure 13 is replotted as a function of the preparation time 
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coherences can develop. Similar results have been published for hexamethylbenzene (10) and a 
polycrystalline sample of 1,2,3,4- tetrachloronaphthalene bis(hexachlorocyclopentadiene) (22). 
As an example of verification that the single quantum propagator discussed above 
provides multiple quantum coherence in steps of single quanta, a model cluster system lacking 
long range order can be used, as shov^^n by Baum and Pines (22). The liquid crystal, p-hexyl-
p'-cyanobiphenyl in the nematic phase, provides this system. Molecules in a nematic phase are 
sufficiently mobile to allow the intermolecular dipolar couplings to be averaged to zero, while 
the intramolecular dipolar couplings remain. Since there is no propagation of multiple 
quantum excitation between the molecules, the liquid crystal in the nematic phase which 
contains 21 protons is a nice example of a 21-spin cluster. The plot of the k^ax the 
preparation time is given in Figure 15. By the selection rules for production of multiple 
quantum coherence under the single quantum propagator and preparation period used in the 
present experiment (see Figure 8), the number of correlated spins or the number of the atoms 
in the individual molecule is equal to k^^x From the trend shown in Figure 15, the 
limiting value for k^ax is 20. This value is consistent with the number of protons in the liquid 
crystal molecule being 21. k^ax increases as the preparation time increases from zero to 
1000 |isec. For times greater than 1000 |isec k^ax keeps remains constant, which confirms 
that there is no extension of the dipolar coupling network due to translational molecular 
motion. The multiple quantum spectrum shown in Figure 16, obtained with the phase 
increment of 5.625° so as to develop a multiple quantum spectrum with k^ax ~ ^2 and with 
the preparation time of 1092 jasec, indicates that the highest MQ-COH is 20, i.e. k^ax ~ 20, 
with negligible intensities after k = 20. 
With the knowledge that the single quantum propagator discussed in Section 6 does 
indeed produce multiple quantum spectra in units of single quanta, and that this propagator 
acting for an excitation time of 310 |isec on the relatively weakly coupled protons in 
adamantane results in the development of MQ-COH with k >8, let us now consider the 
problem of providing possible identification of CmHn fi"agments strongly adsorbed on 
supported Ru catalysts reacting with ethylene (35) as a final example of the use of MQ-COH. 
The reaction of ethylene over Ru/Si02 and over Ru-Cu/Si02 has been studied by high 
resolution solid state NMR of ^^C (36, 37). It was found that ethylene is transformed to 
ethane and cis and trans-2-butene that subsequently hydrogenated to butane. It was also 
determined that the decomposition of ethylene at room temperature formed adsorbed alkyl 
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Figure 16. Multiple-quantum NMR spectrum of the liquid crystal, p-hexyl-p'-cyanobiphenyl 
in the nematic phase (21 coupled protons) with preparation time 1096 usee, 
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groups. However, identification of the rigidly bound intermediates was clouded because they 
exhibited a very broad (~ 100 ppm wide) NMR spectrum. Assuming that the strongly 
adsorbed species formed during the reformation of ethylene were isolated clusters composed 
of CmHfi fragments on the surface of catalyst, a single quantum propagator was applied to 
count the number of protons in the cluster. 
The multiple quantum spectrum developed with the preparation time of 312 |isec, which 
provides k^ax ~ therefore 6 protons involved in the CmHn fragment, is shown in 
Figure 17. Experiments with the longer preparation time (up to T = 572 |isec) confirm that 
the maximum number of correlated protons in the system under observation is six, for time 
development less than 600 usee. Based only on the information that there exist 6 correlated 
protons, possible strongly bound CmHn fragments would be as diverse as (a) neighboring 
pairs of methyl groups, or (b) neighboring pairs of fragments containing x + y protons, where 
x + y = 6, (c) one molecule with the actual size of 6 protons and (d) the cluster with 3 protons 
formed by silanol protons even may be involved in the correlation with CmHn to give a 6 
proton cluster. However, a simple explanation in accord with the fact that cis- and trans-2-
butene are among the observed products is that there is a metallocyclic intermediate such as 
RU-CH2-CH=CH-CH2-RU consistent with the results of spin counting. One may also infer 
that there is not a major contribution from polymeric coke precursors to the rigid species 
responsible for the observed M-Q coherence. It is assumed that the metallocyclic intermediate 
is completely isolated from the other CmHu fragments on the multiple quantum time scale. 
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Figure 17. Multiple-quantum spectrum of coupled protons in the strongly bound CmHn 
residue after Ru loaded support was dosed with ethylene, reacted for one hour, 
pumped at 1.0 x 10"^ Torr for one hour, and sealed, k^ax indicates a 
maximum of 6 coupled protons in an isolated fragment. One possibility for 
the metal-bound fragment is Ru-CH2-CH=CH-CH2-Ru 
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SUMMARY 
The ideas behind the development and detection of multiple quantum coherence in 
ensembles of dipolar coupled spin 1/2 systems are developed. Thought experiments are used 
to illustrate conversion of populations into multiple quantum coherence with the use of 
coherent averaging to produce a multiple quantum propagator. Propagators which develop 
multiple quantum coherence in steps of single and double quanta are discussed and developed. 
Experimental details concerning the manipulations necessary to perform the experiments are 
given. Experimental results using a single quantum propagator are shov^ for adamantane, for 
a liquid crystal containing isolated clusters of 21 protons, and for CmH,! fragments resulting 
from the reaction of ethylene over supported Ru. 
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abstract 
Multiple quantum spin counting is shown to yield an upper limit of n = 6 for strongly 
bound, rigid intermediates CmHn in the reaction of ethylene over Ru/Si02. The results 
eliminate the possibility of major components of such intermediates being polymer-like coke 
precursors. A precursor to 2-butene is one possible intermediate. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Supported bimetallic catalysts have been of recent interest both because of their use in 
petroleum reforming, and as valuable model system in fundamental investigations of catalytic 
phenomena (1-4). 
Proton NMR of chemisorbed hydrogen has recently been used to probe surface 
compositions of metals in the supported catalysts Ru/Si02 and Ru-M/Si02 (5-8), with M 
being Cu, Ag, and Au. The reaction of ethylene with supported Ru-Cu/Si02 has been studied 
by Hong et al. (9) and the reaction of ethylene over Ru/Si02 (10) and over Ru-Cu/Si02 (11) 
has been studied by high resolution solid state I'jMR of in our laboratories. 
Ethane hydrogenolysis over supported Ru-Cu (12) and over supported Ru-Ag (13) has 
been studied by Smale and King. Fisher-Tropsch reactions over supported Ru-Cu and Ru-Au 
have been reported by Kelzenberg and King (14). 
It has been seen that the use of a variety of nuclear spin dynamics involving single and 
double resonance techniques in NMR of ^^C and can be quite diagnostic in following the 
reaction of ethylene over supported Ru-M/Si02 catalysis. A problem in the use of chemical 
shifts or l^C to follow these reactions, however, has been that there exist rigidly bound 
intermediates in the reaction of ethylene over these catalysts that exhibit a very broad NMR 
spectrum (~150 ppm wide) under high resolution conditions of magic angle spinning and 
strong proton decoupling (9); see figure 1. The NMR spectrum of these intermediates has 
maxima at roughly 85 ppm and 20 ppm, which suggest the presence of acetylide and of 
aliphatic species respectively. 
The proton NMR of the system consisting of the rigid species left after mobile 
components are removed by pumping under either a single pulse excitation or under high 
resolution conditions (15) is singularly uninteresting. The problem is that a majority (> 95 %) 
of the protons in this system are silanol protons of the support, and it is these that are seen 
under single pulse (figure 2) or multiple pulse homonuclear decoupling experiments (figure 3). 
The proton NMR spectrum observed under a single pulse excitation is almost symmetric with 
a full width half maximum linewidth of 10 ppm (2.2 kHz) corresponding predominantly to 
shielding anisotropy of partially motionally averaged silanol protons. The means in which 
those protons belonging to the C^Hn fragments are detected above background in the present 
case are discussed below. 
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Figure 1: A CP-MAS spectrum of ethylene dosed Ru/Si02 catalyst. 
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Figure 2; The static and magic angle spinning (MAS) spectra on sample 
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Figure 3. The CRAMPS spectrum of ethylene on Ru/Si02 catalyst 
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It is the purpose of this work to determine the extent to which the use of multiple 
quantum coherence (16-25) of dipolar coupled protons in the strongly adsorbed, rigid, CmHn 
intermediates may shed further light on the identities of these species. To this end we have 
employed the use of a single quantum propagator (26) in multiple quantum spin counting of 
coupled protons in the residual species left on the surface after the reaction of ethylene over 
Ru/Si02. 
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experimental 
Ru/Si02 was prepared by the impregnation procedure used by Gay (27) on Cab-O-Sii-
HS-5 with the exception that Ru(N0)(N03)3 was used instead ofRuCl3 as previously 
described (6). The metal loading was 12 %. The catalyst was reduced with H2 at 723 K for 
one hour. After doping with ethylene at 20 Torr and allowing to react at room temperature for 
one hour, residual gas and mobile, weakly adsorbed species were removed by pumping to 2 x 
10"^ Torr for one hour. All chemical treatment was performed with the sample in a 5 mm 
NMR tube, which could then be sealed for subsequent NMR measurements. 
Proton NMR experiments were performed on the same home-built spectrometer 
operating at 220 MHz used for previous studies (5) of hydrogen on supported bimetallics, 
with the exception that a fast 8-bit digital phase shifter (28) was incorporated in the rf 
switching section of the spectrometer in order to perform the phase shifting by increments of 
Tc/k necessary to detect multiple quantum coherence up to order k. 
The CP-MAS experiment was carried out on another home-built spectrometer (10) 
operating at 100.06 and 26.16 MHz for ^H and respectively. The contact time for cross 
polarization was 2 ms and sample spinning rate was 4.0 kHz. Strong proton decoupling 
(proton Bi field of 50 kHz) was applied during the free induction decay. 
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results and discussion 
As previously mentioned, a problem v^th the use of multiple quantum spin counting to 
probe residual species left when ethylene reacts with Ru/Si02 is that there exist silanol 
protons in the support which will also contribute to the observed multiple quantum coherence. 
In order to determine the effect of these, background experiments were performed in which 
the muhiple quantum coherence, under a time development of300 ^isec, was observed; (a) for 
the support in the absence of metal loading and with no ethylene (Figure 4) and (b) for the 
metal loaded support with no ethylene (Figure S). In both cases, the highest order of multiple 
quantum coherence observed in the absence of ethylene was k = 2. The small negative 
intensity at k = 3, and any small intensities above the k are artifacts associated with noise in 
the initial data. Under the selection rules operational in this experiment (25), n^ax ~ ^max 
1, a maximum of three dipolar coupled protons are observed in the absence of ethylene 
doping. An important feature of these results, in accord with the line width of ~ 2 kHz 
characterizing these species, is that homonuclear dipolar interactions among the silanol 
protons are sufficiently weak that the growth of muhiple quantum coherence due to these 
species is slow compared to that due to rigidly bound fi-agments. Thus, {vide infra), 
the intensity of muhiple quantum coherence due to the firagments of interest dominates 
the muhiple quantum spectrum at k >2, and is a major part of the intensity observed for k ^ 2, 
for a time development of 300 (xsec. 
After doping with ethylene, under a time development of300 |isec, the maximum order 
of MQ-COH observed was 5 (Figure 6), after which the multiple quantum intensity dropped 
sharply to zero. Contrasting these results are those obtained for solid hexamethyl benzene and 
adamantane given in Figure 7. Under a 300 |isec time development, multiple quantum 
coherence is still seen strongly at k = 8 (we did not count further for purpose of the present 
work). 
In summary, the isotropic chemical shift of neither ^^C nor are completely 
diagnostic fingerprints of the strongly bound intermediates formed when ethylene reacts over 
Ru/Si02 at room temperature. The maximum number of protons bound in a CmHji fragment 
is investigated as a further means of identifying these species. The maximum order of multiple 
quantum coherence observed for these species supplies this information. Under a time 
development which allows k^ax > 8 to be seen in relatively weakly coupled, but infinite 
systems such as hexamethyl benzene and adamantane, and which only detects kmax = 2 for 
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Figure 4: Multiple-quantum spectrum of coupled protons on silica gel support. 
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Figure S: Multiple-quantum spectrum of coupled protons on metal loaded silica gel support. 
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Figure 6; Multiple-quantum spectrum of coupled protons in the strongly bound 
residue after the Ru loaded support was dosed with ethylene, reacted at room 
temperature for one hour, pumped at 2 x 10"^ Torr for one hour, and sealed. 
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Figure 7: Multiple-quantum spectrum of coupled protons in (a) hexamethylbenzene and (b) 
adamantane under condition of time development identical to those used in the 
experiments represented by Figure 4-6. 
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silanol protons in the support, kt^ax = ^ is found for the strongly bound species remaining 
after ethylene has reacted with the Ru/Si02 catalyst and the weakly bound products removed 
by pumping. This result means that there exist a maximum of six coupled protons in the 
species being observed which are bound to the supported metal particles. The present work 
says nothing about the possible presence of acetylide, with NMR observed in the region 
of 85 ppm downfield of TMS, as reported in ref (10), or about the presence of species with 
less than six coupled protons, such as the fragment -CH2CH3. However, the resuh does 
indicate that an extended polymer such as might be a coke precursor is not present in 
concentrations comparable to those of the major strongly adsorbed species present. 
Possible strongly bound fragments not inconsistent with a value n^iaj^ = 6 might 
be: (a) neighboring pairs of methyl groups, or (b) neighboring pairs of fragments containing x 
+ y protons, where x + y = 6. A simple explanation in accord with the fact that cis- and trans-
2-butene are among the observed products, and not in disagreement with previous 
observations (29-33) is that there is a four-carbon metallocyclic intermediate such as RU-CH2-
CH=CH-CH2-RU contributing to the maximum order of observed coherence. 
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SUMMARY 
Reaction intermediates formed when ethylene reacts over Ru/Si02 catalyst at room 
temperature was investigated in the context of both single quantum and muhiple quantum 
NMR spectroscopy. Despite employing line narrowing techniques such as MAS and 
CRAMPS, strongly bound fragments on Ru metal particles produced featureless single 
quantum spectra due to distribution of isotropic chemical shifts. The results fi'om multiple 
quantum spin counting did not provide direct identification of intermediates, but eliminated 
the possibility of presence of polymer-like coke precursors. Number of strongly dipolar 
coupled spins indicated that metallocyclic intermediate such as Ru-CH2-CH=CH-CH2-Ru 
would be most probable species. 
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ABSTRACT 
Cab-O-Sil HS5 used as the support in silica supported ruthenium (Ru/Si02) catalysts 
was characterized via single and multiple quantum (MQ) NMR spectroscopy. The samples 
were studied both in the presence and the absence of ruthenium. Single quantum spin counting 
of protons on silica support with and without ruthenium metal indicated that the total number 
of hydroxyl groups decreased significantly with increasing reduction temperature over the 
range of 350-530 °C. Two different components shown in static NMR were found to 
reveal homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening via spectral hole burning experiments. 
MQ-NMR spin counting, based on the number of MQ coherences observed, showed the 
existence of small clusters of proton spins on the silica surface. The maximum measured 
cluster size was 6-7, or less spins. Segments of silica resembling the 100 face of cristobalite 
on the surface are postulated to be possible sites for the clusters. The clusters in pure silica 
became smaller as the reduction temperature increased over 500 °C. No such change was 
detected in the presence of ruthenium. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Silicas in various forms are widely used in supported catalysts, microelectronics, and as 
a packing material in chromatography. These applications utilize their high surface area and 
specific properties (1-2). The chemistry of silica surfaces is strongly affected by the 
concentration and nature of hydroxyl groups, as well as such features as pore size and 
volume, surface area and rigidity (2-4). The characteristics of hydroxyl groups both on the 
silica surface and in the bulk have been widely investigated and reported. Among a variety of 
techniques used for these studies, solid state NMR, including magic angle spinning (MAS) 
1 2q (3,5), H combined rotation and multiple-pulse spectroscopy (CRAMPS) (4,6-7), Si cross 
polarization and magic-angle spinning (CP/MAS) (3-5, 8-13) and multiple quantum 
coherence (MQC) (14-16), has been extensively utilized. High resolution NMR has been 
also applied to characterize the acidity of OH groups in zeolites (17). 
Two types of hydroxyl groups are generally recognized: (i) single silanols (sSiOH) and 
(ii) geminal silanols (=Si(0H)2). The typical environments in which these groups are located 
are illustrated in Figure 1. 
Water adsorbed on silicas participates in forming the surface hydroxyls. Both 
physisorbed and strongly hydrogen-bound water can be removed by dehydration with 
evacuation at room temperature and high temperatures, respectively. At dehydration 
temperatures higher than about 300 °C, most molecular water, if not all, is believed to be 
eliminated from the surface and internal cages of silicas (9,13). In addition to removing 
adsorbed water, the dehydration process of silicas is accompanied by dehydroxylation (or 
condensation) 
+ hjo (1) 
of geminal groups (see Scheme 1) (2,9). The single silanol groups resulting from the 
condensation process are often referred to as vicinal groups. 
Si NMR has provided valuable information regarding local environments of silicon 
9q 
on a silica surface. The Si NMR results corresponding to single and geminal silanol groups 
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Figure 1. Top view of surface planes of cristobalite: (a) 111 face (single silanols); (b) 100 face (geminal silanols). Silicon 
atoms are positioned between the oxygens, one layer below the planes. 
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were observed using ^H-^^Si CP/MAS (8). According to ^^Si CP/MAS studies on Fisher S-
157 silica (surface area 750 m^/g) (9), the condensation reaction involving hydroxyl groups 
occurred up to 1000 °C, and was found to be quite efficient in the temperature range from 
150 °C to 500 °C. In addition, the CRAMPS approach (7) has distinguished isolated 
silanols and OH groups which exhibit strong ^H-^H coupling, e.g., due to clustering or 
interaction with strongly adsorbed water. The clustered hydroxyls were represented by a 
broad component in the CRAMPS spectra and were shown to disappear after evacuation 
at500°C(7). 
Spin counting of proton homonuclear dipolar coupled spin systems using either a 2-
spin-2-quantum propagator (18-25) or 2-spin-l-quantum propagator (14,16,26) is a powerful 
technique, especially when applied to non-crystalline materials, in determining not only the 
distribution of spins in space but also the size of finite clusters. This method indicated the 
presence of clusters up to 6 hydroxyl groups in a Cab-O-Sil HS5 (300 m^/g) (16). 
NMR studies also indicated that the silica surface is quite heterogeneous(9-10). A 
reasonable explanation of its chemical and physical characteristics has not been achieved by a 
single model. Even though quantitative analysis of the types of hydroxyls on the surface 
during the dehydration and rehydration process (3,9,13) has been useful for understanding 
overall structural properties, investigations of the clustered hydroxyls are highly desirable, 
especially to determine the size of clusters and their distribution on the surface. For example, 
it has not yet been established whether single or geminal silanols are responsible for forming 
the clustered hydroxyls in the absence of hydrogen-bound water. 
In the present work, we use a variety of transient techniques in NMR of to probe the 
changes of surface properties of silicas during dehydration and catalyst preparation. First, the 
protons on silicas prepared at different reduction temperatures were quantitatively determined 
using proton spin counting. Next, proton spin relaxation, static and MAS lineshapes, and 
spectral hole-burning experiments using delays alternating with nutation for tailored excitation 
(DANTE) pulse-sequence (27-28) were performed to elucidate the characteristics of the local 
environment of the spins. All these experiments revealed the presence of strongly and 
weakly coupled protons identified as geminal and single silanol groups. Finally, MQ NMR 
was used to examine the distribution of hydroxyl groups in the range exceeding a single 
distance and demonstrate the existence of clustered hydroxyl groups. 
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experimental 
Sample Preparation. Samples of pure silica (Cab-O-Sil HSS with a surface area of 
300 m^/g) and silica-supported ruthenium (4 wt% Ru) catalyst were prepared. The samples 
were placed in 5 mm tubes (Norell XR-55), dehydrated at 120 °C for 8 hours under 
evacuation conditions (2x10'^ Torr), and reduced in static hydrogen for two hours (28), at 
four different reduction temperatures as indicated in the second column of Table I. The pure 
silica and Ru loaded samples were treated under identical conditions and labeled Sil-A, B, C, 
D and Ru-A, B, C, D. After the reduction, samples were evacuated at 300 °C for four hours, 
and sealed for NMR measurements at 2 x 10"^ Torr. A pure silica sample was prepared in a 
similar way for MAS NMR at a reduction temperature of450 °C. 
Deuteration of surface hydroxyls was achieved by constant stirring of silica with 99.9 
% deuterium oxide (Aldrich). For this procedure, pure silica was loaded into a flask which 
was attached to an additional funnel filled with D2O in order to minimize introduction of 
ambient H2O. The procedure was repeated three times at 100 °C, and two times at 25 °C 
while the supernatant liquid was replaced with fresh D2O after each cycle. After deuterium 
exchange an NMR sample was prepared at a reduction temperature 350 °C using D2 gas. 
NMR Measurements. All proton NMR measurements were performed at room 
temperature on a home-built spectrometer operating at 220 MHz and equipped v^th a fast 
digital phase shifter (29). A measured amount of water was used as intensity standard to 
determine the total hydrogen content in the NMR samples. The spin lattice relaxation times 
(Ti) were measured by inversion recovery (ti-x-k/2) with the 7t/2 pulse length of 2 |is. 
Selective excitation via a DANTE pulse sequence (27-28) was used to probe the 
mechanism of NMR line broadening. The rf pulse sequence (Figure 2a) consisted of 20 
short pulses (width 0.8 |as), separated by 30 |as delays, resuhing in spectral excitation width of 
the center band of ~ 1.5 kHz. 
Multiple quantum spin counting was accomplished with a single quantum propagator 
(16), using a pulse sequence shown in Figure 2b. The cycle time tg was 48 |is, which included 
four 8 |is 7t pulses with 4 |is delays. Phases during the preparation period were incremented by 
11.25° to obtain maximum observable coherence k^^ of 16. To probe the development of 
MQ coherences vs excitation time x, the number of cycles n was varied between 3 and 16 
resulting in 150 |is ^  x < 800 |is. The evolution period tgy was zero in all experiments. 
Table I: Reduction temperatures and the resuks of static NMR measurements: linewidth; total OH density; and least-
squares analysis of the recovery curve. Experimental errors: FWHM, ±0.1 kHz; spin densities, ±0.01 
mmol/(g of silica); T j's ±0.5 s (long component) and ±0.1 s (short component). 
reduction FWHM total ^H spin narrow line broad line 
sample temperature (°C) (kHz) intensity (mmol/g 
of silica) 
spin density 
(nmiol/g of 
silica) 
Ti(s) 
spin density 
(mmol/g of 
silica) 
Ti (s) 
Sil-A 350 3.8 2.74 2.12 3.9 0.62 0.6 
Sil-B 417 3.4 2.18 1.88 7.1 0.30 0.8 
Sil-C 480 3.1 1.87 1.52 19.8 0.35 0.8 
SU-D 530 3.0 1.54 1.43 28.4 0.11 0.6 
Ru-A 350 4.5 2.67 
Ru-B 400 4.1 2.21 
Ru-C 450 3.9 2.02 
Ru-D 500 3.6 2.00 
-a 
00 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Single-pulse NMR Spectra. The fully relaxed, single pulse excitation static NMR 
spectra of the silica support and silica supported ruthenium catalysts are shown in Figure 3. 
The spectra were normalized to constant height to emphasize the decrease in linewidth with 
increasing reduction temperature. A detailed lineshape analysis showed that each spectrum 
consists of an intense and relatively narrow [3-5 kHz FWHM (full-width at half-maximum)] 
resonance and a superimposed broader (~15 kHz FWHM) line, both with the first moment at 
~2 (±1) ppm. However, the relative fractions of the two components could not be reliably 
established from the static spectra. Instead, the total integrated intensity of each spectrum was 
compared with a reference sample to yield the amount of hydrogen present in the samples 
(Table I). We note that under the present conditions the amount of hydrogen adsorbed on the 
surface of ruthenium is negligible. In addition, hydrogen on ruthenium, if present, would 
resonate at ~60 ppm upfield from TMS (28). Since evacuation at temperatures greater than 
300 °C is known to eliminate water molecules from silica (9), the spectra of Figure 3 
represent essentially only hydroxyl groups on the silica surface. 
The change in concentration of the hydroxyl groups with increasing reduction 
temperature is shown in Figure 4. For pure silica the dehydroxylation process continues up to 
the highest studied reduction temperature of 550 °C. This conclusion was expected and agrees 
2q 1 
with the previous results obtained by Si CP/MAS (9,13), as well as H spin counting and 
TGA analysis of other silicas (3). Figure 4 also shows that the ruthenium particles do not 
interfere with the dehydroxylation process below 450 °C, but appear to inhibit it down at 
-500 °C. Assuming that the surface area in the silica remains constant upon heating (3,13), 
the average number of surface hydroxyls in pure silica is about 5.5, 4.4, 3.8, and 3.1 per nm 
after evacuation at 350 °C, 417 °C, 480 °C, and 530 °C, respectively. 
Tj Relaxation. Measurements of the proton spin-lattice relaxation were performed for 
pure silica samples at room temperature using inversion recovery with 20 different delays for 
each sample. The least-square fit of the data showed a two-exponential decay of 
magnetization wth the slow relaxing component (Tj's between 4 s and 28 s) comprising over 
80 % of the signal and a smaller contribution of a fast relaxing component (Tj = 0.7 ± 0.1 s). 
The inversion recovery spectra also showed that the fast and slow relaxing signals were 
associated with the broad and narrow components of the ^H spectra, respectively. The 
intensity ratio from the least-square fit of the T^ relaxation data can be used 
• • • •  S i l - A  
- - Sil-B 
Sil-C 
Sil-D 
— Ru-A 
— - Ru-B 
Ru-C 
Ru-D 
1 
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PPM from TMS PPM from TMS 
Figure 3. Static spectra with single pulse excitation; (a) pure silica samples (Sil-A, B, C, D); (b) Ru/SiOj catalysts (Ru-A, 
B,C,D). 
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Figure 4. Total densities of OH groups in pure silica and Ru/Si02 catalyst versus the 
pretreatment temperature. 
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as a more accurate estimate of the relative amounts of these two populations of OH groups 
than can be provided from the analysis of the static NMR lineshapes. See Table I and 
Figure 5 for resuhs. 
The longitudinal relaxation of protons in silicas resuhs primarily from dipolar 
interactions between neighboring protons and is expected to weaken for samples with 
depleted concentration of OH groups. Present data show this behavior for the narrow (slowly 
relaxing) component of the ^H NMR spectrum, while the Tj's associated with the broad 
component remain constant. 
It has been postulated earlier that silica has structural features resembling both 111 and 
100 faces which may host the single and geminal OH groups, respectively (Figure 1) (9-
10,12). In the following interpretation of our NMR data we recognize that the studied 
materials lack the long range order and that the analogy to Figure 1 can be only made on a 
very local scale. The two components observed in the static NMR spectra of Figure 3 and in 
the TI relaxation data are consistent with the above model, assuming that the larger OH 
population represents single silanol, and the remaining part geminal hydroxyl groups. 
A summaiy of the above resuhs is as follows: 
(i) The amount of hydroxyl groups decreases with increasing temperature of sample 
treatment as the dehydroxylation of the surface progresses via condensation according to 
Scheme 1. This type of reaction can readily occur on the 100 face, but not on the 111 face 
unless some geminal silanols exist in the 111 face from the presence of defects in lattice 
structure (9). Indeed, the data of Table I show a sixfold reduction in the intensity of the broad 
component, and only ~30% drop in the narrow component of the ^H NMR spectrum in the 
temperature range 350-530 °C. 
(ii) The Tj relaxation associated with the narrow component is longer, as expected in 
case of weaker ^H -^H dipolar coupling. The short T j component does not change because 
the ^H -^H distance between protons in a geminal OH pair does not depend on the overall 
concentration of such pairs. 
(iii) The square roots of the second moment (M2 )^^^ of the ^H spectra which would 
result from dipolar coupling among protons on the 111 and 100 faces fully occupied by 
hydroxyl groups were calculated according to Van Vleck formula (30). These were found to 
be approximately 3.8 kHz and 19 kHz FWHM, respectively. The value of 3.8 kHz is close to 
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static IH NMR spectra versus the pretreatment temperature. 
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the experimentally observed values for samples Sil-A, B, G, and, D (see Table I), again, in 
agreement with silanol groups being the dominant species. How?ever, this comparison provides 
only semiquantitative information, because the calculated second moment neglects the 
contribution due to chemical shift anisotropy (-10 ppm) (17), and the depletion of silanol 
groups at higher temperatures. The broad line in the spectra (-15 kHz FWHM), representing 
more densely packed OH groups, can be reasonably expected to result from the geminal 
groups on the surface similar to that of Figure lb. It is also reasonable that the calculated 
second moment for this structure corresponds to a line broadening (-18.8 kHz FWHM) which 
exceeds the experimental value. Most likely, the segments of the 100 face in the studied silicas 
present only clusters of a few geminal groups and, possibly, several vicinal groups (produced 
after dehydroxylation of two neighboring geminal silanols). 
(iv) Finally, the ideal 111 and 100 faces of P-cristobalite have a concentration of 4.55 
and 7.9 OH groups per nm^, respectively (9). Assuming the relative fractions on the 111 and 
100 faces to be of 0.77 and 0.23 for sample Sil-A (from Table I), a surface area of 300 m^/g, 
and no dehydroxylation after heating to 350 °C, the calculated average concentration of 5.7 
OH per nm^ is very close to the observed value of 5.5 OH/nm^. 
MAS. The above model is also consistent with the results of MAS NMR. Figure 6a,b 
represents the MAS spectra taken for sample prepared similarly to the Sil-C at a spinning 
frequency of 3.5 kHz using 60 s (spectrum a ) and 1 s (spectrum b) delays between scans. A 
sharp feature is observed at -2 ppm which agrees with previous results of work on zeolites by 
Pfeifer et al. (17) and work on silica sols by Vega et al. (5). They assigned this resonance to 
isolated silanol groups. As expected, this resonance was drastically suppressed when a recycle 
time of 1 s was used. The fast relaxing, broader resonance at -3.5 ppm is consistent with the 
broad component in ^H CRAMPS spectra (7) mentioned in the Introduction, which we 
associate with hydroxy! groups in the 100 face like geminal groups. The patterns of spinning 
sidebands observed in the MAS spectra originate from ^H-^H dipolar coupling between 
hydroxyl protons (5) and are mainly associated with the broad resonance (compare Figure 6a 
and b). A computer simulation of the narrow (single silanols) and broad (geminal silanols) 
resonances under MAS was performed using a theoretical approach described eariier (31). In 
this simulation we used the experimental second moments of the two peaks as determined 
from their static spectra and included the time dependence due to the spinning of the sample 
and the ^H-^H flip-flop transitions. The latter process was described by the autocorrelation 
x4 
50 25 0 -25 -50 50 25 -25 -50 
PPM from TMS PPM from TMS 
Figure 6. % MAS spectra of a silica sample treated at 450 °C obtained using 1 sec [spectrum (a)] and 60 sec [spectrum 
(b)] recycle times. The corresponding computer simulated spectra are shown in figures (c) and (d). The spinning 
rate was 3.5 kHz. 
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function yp(t) = exp(-t/xp) with Tp of 1500 |is and 700 |is for the single and geminal silanol 
groups, respectively. 
Selective Inversion. The validity of the above assignments was further strengthened by 
a selective inversion experiment. A spin population inversion by selective excitation was 
achieved using the DANTE pulse sequence (Figure 2a) for sample Sil-B at several 
frequencies within the static lineshape. As shown in Figure 7, hole burning could be achieved 
within the narrow component of the spectrum. However, the spectral width of the hole (~2 
kHz) exceeds the value of ~1.5 kHz expected from the Fourier transform of the excitation 
sequence. This result confirms that both the inhomogeneous broadening due to chemical shift 
anisotropy and the homogeneous broadening due to ^H-^H dipolar coupling contribute 
significantly to the width of the narrow line. The effect of DANTE excitation on the broad line 
is better seen in Figure 8 which shows the non-selectively and selectively excited spectra of 
sample Sil-B after most of the single silanol intensity was eliminated via a Tj recovery 
process. Application of the DANTE sequence resulted in a collapse of the homogeneously 
broadened spectrum (dotted line), as expected for a system of strongly coupled ^H spins. 
MQ spin counting. The results described earlier allow one to infer the existence of 
two structurally different types of OH groups and to determine the relative amount of each. 
No information is provided about their surface distribution. As explained in detail in our 
earlier work (16), determination of local proton densities on silicas can be performed utilizing 
n-quantum coherence in NMR. The concept and experimental procedure involved in this 
application utilize dipolar couplings between spins to develop multiple quantum coherences 
and to thus enumerate numbers of strongly coupled spins in ensembles of coupled clusters of 
protons in solids. A single quantum propagator allowing development of multiple quantum 
coherences in steps of one quantum was used in the present work. The number of coupled 
spins or spin correlation size at excitation time x, NC(T), in the cluster can be determined by 
observing the highest quantum coherence k,^^ under properly chosen excitation conditions 
(NC(X) = K^gjj+L) (16). We have studied the cluster size in all the samples shown in Table I 
and the following silicas; (i) pure silica dehydrated at 120 °C under high vacuum condition; 
(ii) identical sample as Sil-A but deuterated, denoted sample Sil- Ad-
The development of MQ coherences vs excitation time x in a silica dried at 120 °C is 
shown in Figure 9. The amount of protons determined by NMR spin counting was ~4 
nimol/(g of silica) which corresponds to ~8 protons per nm^ of the surface. This proton 

n %/2 
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Figure 8. Spectral hole burning in the broad component of the static % NMR spectrum, after the narrow line was 
removed using a Tj recovery experiment by adjusting t=TJ ln2. The DANTE sequence is identical to that used 
in Figure 7 except the delay between the short pulses was reduced to 8 (is. 
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Figure 9. MQ spectra and spin correlation size of the silica dried at 120° C: (a) growth of 
MQ coherences vs excitation time T; (b) plot of the highest observable quantum 
coherence k,^ vs t. 
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density is too high to be fully ascribed to OH groups (it approaches that of the 100 face 
entirely covered with OH groups), and must include contributions from strongly hydrogen-
bonded water. Also, the increased width of the single quantum static NMR spectrum (not 
shown) is consistent with the presence of hydrogen-bonded water and the rotating OH 
groups becoming more rigid in their presence, as suggested by Chuang, et al. (4). Figures 
9a,b show the continuous growth of the number of multiple quantum coherences developed 
under increasing excitation time x and the corresponding increase of the detected number of 
the coupled spins NC(T). Note, however that the growth rate of multiple spin correlations is 
not as fast as those observed for adamantane or hexamethylbenzene (18-21,32) in which 
nuclear distributions are three dimensionally homogeneous. 
The results of Figure 9 are in contrast with those obtained for the silica treated at 417 
°C (sample Sil-B). Figure 10 shows the MQ spectra obtained for this sample and the 
maximum number of coupled spins detected NC(T) for 150 |is ^ x < 800 ^s. The saturation of 
coherences with increasing x evident in Figure 10b is indicative of the presence of finite 
clusters of protons in the solid (18-25,32-33). The constant Nc(x) = 7 after x > 300 ^s implies 
that up to 7 protons are coupled together in a cluster of hydroxy! groups which appears to be 
spatially confined. Changes in cluster size at other treatment temperatures have been 
determined in this manner and summarized in Table 11. These resuhs can now be correlated 
with the quantitative data of Table I. We note that a reduction of the maximum cluster size in 
silicas has been observed at temperatures >500 °C, where the closely spaced (geminal) OH 
groups have been essentially eliminated. Such an effect has not been observed for the 
Ru/Si02 catalyst. 
We note that the multiple quantum spectra of the silicas shown here represent an 
ensemble average of all possible spin distributions (18,32). That is to say that groups of two 
protons contribute to the coherence k = 1, groups of three protons contribute to k = 0 and k = 
2, groups of four protons contribute to k = 1 and 3,... and groups of 7 strongly coupled 
protons contribute to k = 0, 2, 4 and 6. The intensity profiles of the MQ coherence spectra 
could in principle provide the distribution of these configurations. However, to find such a 
distribution one would have to fit the intensity manifold with a superposition of intensities 
originating from all allowable groups of spins with a multitude of possible coupling strengths. 
This could certainly be accomplished, but it would likely lead to a picture with no real physical 
meaning. In the absence of a fit to the manifold, some qualitative remarks may be made: 
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Figure 10. MQ spectra and spin correlation size of the sample Sil-B: (a) growth of MQ 
coherences vs excitation time x; (b) spin correlation size, note the plateau at x 
300 |is. 
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Table II MaTdmum cluster size as determined by a MQ spin counting. 
reduction cluster size 
temperature (" C) pure silica Ru/SiOo catalyst 
350 7 7 
-400 7 7 
-450 6-7 6-7 
-500 4 6 
(i) At low MQ excitation times, the pairs of strongly coupled protons, such as the 
proton pair in a geminal group, are primary contributors to the relatively strong value of 
I(k=l) (Figure 10a). Proton pairs in two single silanols also contribute to I(k=l), but to a 
lesser extent and at longer excitation times. The other result (not shown) is that the 
normalized intensity of the single quantum coherence [I(k = 1) / decreases with 
increasing reduction temperature. This is in agreement with our previous finding that the 
geminal hydroxyls are removed faster during dehydroxylation (Figure 5). 
(ii). The slower, but continuous growth of the I(k=2) and the I(k=3) coherences with 
excitation time indicates that there are protons in the neighborhood of the geminal pairs or 
protons among single silanols which extend the spatial dipolar coupling network. Both single 
and other geminal silanols are involved in this expansion. 
(iii). The intensity cutoff which is consistently observed at around k=6 for 150 jas ^ x < 
800 |is, reveals the lack of continuity in the distribution of hydrogen on the silica surface after 
high temperature treatment. Instead, the presence of'relatively' isolated clusters of 7, or 
less, spins is observed. We note that the highest coherence observed in Figure 10 saturated 
quite rapidly with x, suggesting that the clusters include strongly coupled spins (e.g., geminal 
groups located on 100 P-cristobalite face-like fragments). However, we do not exclude the 
possibility that other OH groups are also associated with clustering. By using an extended 
time for the development of MQ coherences a large number of spins could be detected, but 
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this development was much slower than in a sample dried at 120 °c that has a more 
homogeneous distribution of OH groups (Figure 9). 
In order to determine whether the observed clusters are located on the silica surface or 
are buried in the bulk silica lattices (4,5,13) we performed the MQ spin counting experiment 
on a deuterium exchanged sample. Figure 11a shows single and MQ spectra of deuterated and 
non-deuterated silicas treated at 350 °C. spin counting showed that the residual amount of 
protons in Sil-ad was 0.16 mmol/(g of silica) corresponding to 0;3 OH per nm^. The static 
spectrum of Figure 1 la shows a single resonance line with 10 ppm broadening dominated by 
chemical shift anisotropy. The MQ spectrum reveals only a negligible single quantum 
coherence, possibly resulting from residual geminal OH pairs left, if any, in this sample. This 
result is in agreement with earlier work by Gerasimowicz et al. (15). The corresponding 
spectra for sample Sil-A are shown at the bottom of Figure 11 for comparison. We thus 
conclude that clustered hydroxyls represent the surface species, in the sense that they are 
accessible to deuterium exchange. 
1 
ISO 100 50 0 -SO -100 
PPM from TMS 
-ISO 
x l O  
1 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Multiple Quantum Number, k 
Figure 11. Single pulse excitation and MQ spectra (x = 300 ^s) of a silica dried at 350 °C: (a) after deuterium exchange; (b) 
without deuterium exchange (Sil-A). The same number of acquisitions was used for both samples. 
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SUMMARY 
In this work we have probed the properties of hydroxy! groups in silicas using a variety 
of transient techniques in NMR of ^H. Specifically, (a) relaxation measurements, (b) linewidth 
analysis in static and MAS spectra, (c) selective excitation using DANTE, and (d) multiple 
quantum NMR were used in this study. The thus obtained results present a consistent 
description of the local environments of OH groups and the dehydroxylation process in pure 
silicas and silica supported catalysts. Two major types of OH groups were distinguished and 
quantified: (i) >80% of protons belong to single silanol groups characterized by slow Ti 
relaxation, relatively narrow (3-5 kHz FWHM) inhomogeneous static NMR line. Under MAS, 
this line narrows to 200 Hz and is centered at ~2 ppm downfield fi-om TMS. (ii) The 
remaining protons reside in geminal OH groups and have a much faster relaxation rate, broad 
(10-15 kHz FWHM) homogeneous line which under 3 .5 kHz MAS narrows to ~1 kHz (center 
band) and is centered at ~3.5 ppm. The vicinal groups which result fi-om condensation of 
neighboring geminal groups could not be singled out as a separate species and are believed to 
be included in group (i). The results of MQ NMR spectroscopy showed that the distribution 
of OH groups on silica surfaces is not homogeneous at reduction temperatures >350 °G, and 
some, but not all, ^H spins exist in 'relatively isolated' clusters of 7, or less, OH groups. 
Finally, the comparison of results obtained for pure silicas and Ru/Si02 catalysts showed no 
significant effect of the presence of ruthenium on the concentration and properties of the 
surface hydroxyls. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSION 
A single quantum propagator is developed and examined as a tool for MQ spin 
counting, and effectively applied to characterize clustered proton nuclei in solids. 
An rf pulse sequence v^as designed to produce a pure 2 spin-1-quantum zero-order 
average Hamiltonian. This average Hamiltonian prepares single-order MQ coherences which 
have changes in the magnetic quantum number of 0, ±1, ±2 ±k. The phase-incremented 
method (26-27) was the detection scheme since clustering studies were the primary focus. The 
requirement of a time-reversed mixing period was fulfilled by phase shifting of all the pulses in 
the mixing time period by 180 ° with respect to the preparation pulses. This means that the 
propagator for the preparation period is the Hermitian conjugate of the mixing period 
propagator. The MQ spectrum of a liquid crystal in the nematic phase showed all orders of 
MQ transition were excited. Therefore, observmg the largest order was chosen to the way 
(28-29) of determining the number of dipolar coupled spins. 
MQ spin counting of dipolar coupled spins provided valuable information about 
hydrocarbon fragments present on a supported metal surface and the spatial distribution of 
hydroxyl groups on the surface of silica. In general, results fi-om MQ NMR alone are not 
conclusive but supportive when other results from single quantum NMR are combined. Since 
groups of spins (or nuclei) are involved in producing a MQ spectrum, an overall view of 
structural information can be obtained. The growth pattern of multispin correlation from time 
resolved MQ NMR experiments can also show how much the finite cluster is isolated from the 
other clusters or an individual spins. 
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APPENDIX 
Experimental settings for performing multiple pulse and multiple quantum NMR 
experiments are described in detail. Since a detail description of a rf unit and a digital phase 
shifter employed in these experiments was previously reported, tuning procedures are mainly 
focused in this section. 
A. Tuning sequences on a spherical water sample 
A pulse sequence of a single quantum propagator given in Part I and Part III (see page 
...) consists of 2 |is-45°, 4 ns-90°, 8 |is-180° pulses, and they are assigned as PI, P2 and P3 in 
pulse programmer, respectively. The responses to following tuning sequences of protons (see 
Figure 1) in a spherical sample of water 3 mm in diameter in a probe indicate how accurately 
each pulse channel are adjusted. 
B. Pulse programming 
After all the pulses are properly set, a pulse program needs to be ready to operate a 
pulse programmer (PPG). While P channels in PPG are used to produce actual rf pulses with 
certain length, L channels in PPG are used to turn on an 8-bit digital phase shifter. Table 1 
shows how L channels in PPG are connected to bits in a digital phase shifter (DPS). 
Table 1; Connection scheme between L channels in PPG and a digital phase shifter 
L channels 
in PPG 
LI L2 L3 L4 
Pin No. 
in DPS 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Phase 
increment® 
180 90 45 22.5 11.25 5.63 2.8 1.4 
^ Phase mcrement = 360/(2^'^) 
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a) (Pl-T-)i00 T = 50 |js b) (P2-t-)ioo with x = 50 fis 
c) (P3-t-)ioo with T = 50 |is 
Figure 1: Response of protons in a 3-mm-diameter spherical water sample to the tuning 
sequence shown, a) 2 |is-45° pulse, b) 4 ns-90® pulse, and c) 8^5-180° pulse 
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Based on information in Table 1, a pulse program for a single quantum propagator can 
be written as shown in Program 1 (see Figure 1 in Part HI). As explained in PART I and 
GENERAL CONCLUSION, phases of all the pulses in the mixing time period are shifted by 
180° with respect to the preparation pulses. Time resolved MQ NMR experiments are 
performed by increasing the number of MQ cycles Nc= t/tg, i.e. by increasing number n in the 
program. 
Incrementation of the phases ((|)) of the preparation pulses with respect to the mixing 
pulses is achieved by turning on and off L channels during the preparation period. For 
example, in order to increase the phase by 22.5 the L4 channel should be turned on (see 
Table 1). Therefore, pulse program for the preparation period needs to be modified fi'om L40 
((|) = 0°) to L41 (()) = 22.5°). Increasing the phase by 135 ° requires modification of two L 
channels at the same time, which are L2 (<j) = 90° ) and L3 ((j) = 45° ) channels. Consequently, 
it is possible to shift phases of pulses fi'om 0° to 360° by step of minimum 22.5° through this 
combination of L channels. Incrementation of the phases by 22.5° produces a MQ spectrum 
with maximum multiple quantum order k=8. In case extension of MQ spectra! range is 
desired, signal from L3 and L4 channels are split and connected to the remaining Pin No in 
DPS (see Table 1). One should be careful to check any voltage drops by splitting the signal. 
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Program 1. A pulse program to control a PPG and a DPG for a single quantum propagator 
Prenaration neriod Mixine neriod Detection neriod 
LllL20L30L40Dia L10L20L30L40D1 L10L20L30L40D6 
P l D l  P l D l  P3ID48 
(L10L21L30L40D1 (L11L21L30L40D1 L10L20L30L40D1 
P3D3 P3D3 P2 D2 
D2 D2 T1 
P3D3 P3 D3 Dl=2E-6 ; |is 
L11L21L30L40D2 L10L21L30L40D2 D2=4E-6 
P3D3 P3D3 D3=8E-6 
D2 D2 D4=100E-6 
P3D3 P3D3 D6=100E-5 
Dl)nP Dl)n 
L10L21L30L40D1 L11L21L30L40D1 
P3D3 P3D3 
D2 D2 
P3 D3 P3D3 
L11L21L30L40D2 L10L21L30L40D2 
P3D3 P3 D3 
D2 D2 
P3D3 P3 D3 
L10L20L30L40D1 L11L20L30L40D1 
P l D l  P l D l  
" LI 1; turning on LI channel, L20; turning ofrL2 channel 
P Number of multiple quantum cycles, Ng = xI xq with Xg = 48 ^is 
® Spin temperature inversion detection scheme; P3I = (P3, P4, P3, P4,...) with P4 oflf 
